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 mp4 Is there a way I can download the.mp4 file in the same location? A: Something like this (inside the loop): url = "" filename = "sJ1X2fH4DYE.mp4" url_parts = url.partition("watch") filename_parts = filename.partition(".") url_parts_full = url_parts[0] + filename_parts[0] puts "Downloading #{url_parts_full}" head, body = open(url_parts_full).read, open(filename_parts_full) body.rewind
body.read file_size = body.bytesize puts "Done. File size: #{file_size}" open(filename_parts_full, 'wb') { |file| file.write body } Scientists Discovered the Body of a 'Yellow-to-Red-Billed' Bird in the Siberian Tundra There are few things more frustrating than finding a dead animal when you’re out for a hike in the Siberian tundra. And the prospect of a rotting corpse being a hinderance on your

journey is downright unsettling, to say the least. Thankfully, nature doesn’t always seem to agree with our sense of logic. The body of a “yellow-to-red-billed” bird was found in the Siberian tundra this past summer, scientists report in an article published in the June 3 issue of Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. The scientists, lead by Igor Grinevich, a researcher with the Institute of
Cytology and Genetics in Novosibirsk, Russia, discovered the body of the bird, which they tentatively call Traill’s Spoonbill. In fact, the group has been studying the bird’s anatomy for over a decade, and only now have the researchers been able to piece together its story. “Discovery of the dead Traill’s Spoonbill carcass was quite unexpected,” says Grinevich. “This species is rarely recorded from the

East Siberian taiga.” Grinevich was studying various bird species in the area when the dead body was found. When he 520fdb1ae7
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